
 Stirling Lubricant presents Champion Racing Oil Weekly Karting Series brought on 6 divisions 
on highly competitive racing on Thursday August 1, 2019.  

 The Just Signs and Designs Novice division had 6 karts on hand for battle. Westlake and 
Paonessa shared the front row to the green. On lap 1 Paonessa spins into the infield. Lap eight Bonesky 
spins on the frontstretch. On the restart is Westlake and Guyette taking the green once again. At the 
checkers it will be Brandon Guyette followed by Westlake, Porter, Bonesky, Paonessa and Just. 

 Junior two Jeffery Machine class had 3 karts. This race was a smooth one as it went green to 
checkers with no cautions and no passing. It was Brayden Bills in for the win on his birthday and 3rd of 
the season. Luke Blose and Sal Paonessa rounded out the top three. 

 Senior Light class is brought to you by Fisher Automotive in Ransomville NY. Stone and Gregoric 
brought the field of 8 to the green. On lap four James is in the infield on the backstretch. On the restart 
it was Stone and Anstett re taking the green. On Lap 6 James continues with problems while he spins in 
turn one. On the restart its Gregoric and Chapman in front. They finish the race under green and it’s 
Chapman in for his fifth win of the season. Andy Jankowiak was light on the scales after finishing second. 
So Gregoric and Anstett rounded out the top three followed by Nigh, Stone, Scime and James. 

 Junior One Slack Karts had nine karts start the feature with Schultz and Pleace on the front row. 
The race had No cautions. Just and Pleace had some good battles for 2nd and 3rd throughout the race. It 
was Jacob Schultz for the checkered flag followed by Pleace, Swinson, Just, Hanel, Fisher, Foster, 
Loeshke and Fingerlow. 

 Junior three Fitzgibbon and Contracting was the largest class of the evening with 11 karts taking 
the green. Castile and Bloomingdale led the field to start and as quickly as that Bloomingdale goes to the 
lead. Lap 2 Gregoric spins on front stretch. Lap 5 Gordon spins in turn two. On the restart cars were 
passing every which way, every person wanting that top position. Nigel, Anthony and Riley you could put 
a blanket over the top 3. Lap 11 Harris spins on the front stretch. Gordon flips on the back stretch and 
gets back in and keeps racing. Lap 11 had several restarts, on the last one Gregoric spins and goes off 
the track. At the checkers its Pendykoski, Bloomingdale, Pollow, Seefeldt, Castile, Boyer, Gordon, 
Winters, Harris, Gregoric, and Tompkins. 

 Senior Heavy Finish Line Auto Detail was light on car count this evening. The race went green to 
checkers with one pass on lap four when Wnek passes Daul. At the end it was Anstett picking up his fifth 
win of the season, Wnek and Daul rounded out the top three. 

 

As a reminder we race the NYDKS reunion race Saturday August 3rd. Pits open at 11. 


